April 2019
Protect our Species @ Kidz Club
Earth Day is celebrated every year on 22nd April to raise global awareness that our planet and the millions of species that
we know and love are being destructed and the rapid reduction of plant and wildlife populations are directly linked to causes
driven by human activity: climate change, deforestation, habitat loss, trafficking and poaching, unsustainable agriculture,
pollution and pesticides to name a few. All living things have an intrinsic value, and each plays a unique role in the complex web
of life. We must work together to protect endangered and threatened species: bees, elephants, giraffes, insects, whales and
more. This month the children of Kidz Club will learn more about the impacts effecting our environment including pollution,
oil spills and deforestation. We will also discuss ways on how we can make simple yet effective change for their bright futures.

Blossoming Butterflies

Environment Awareness month. Activities that help teach
the little ones about an our planet and how we can
converse it. The best way to learn is through play.

Interactive Experiences:







Post it boxes about the environment
Flash cards to learn about recognition and enhance
memory
Small group time experiences with songs, stories
and felt board investigating our earth
Sensory experiences using natural materials
Outdoor experiences to learn about plants, trees,
shrubs and how to best care for them
Collage on ocean/marine life and learn how to
preserve it

Terrific Turtles










Friendship and Easter
Friendship flowers with children’s hands
Cooking little people shapes
Rolling ball games with groups
Sing “Ring a Ring a Rosie” in small groups
Set up a tea party (outdoors) and invite
your friends to participate
Reading books about friendships
Teaching children diversity and inclusion
of all cultures
Easter egg hunt at Kidz Club

Keen Kittens
Through children interests the Kindy Room will be learning about the Protect the various
species in our environment
Interactive Experiences
Name the various extinct species
A variety of different science experiences
Cooking Easter Anzac Biscuits
on the environment eg., coral reef, hot & cold Counting, Sorting, Stacking
temperatures, learning about bees and
Special Calendar Dates
life cycle of other insects.
Children’s Book Day ------------------------------------- 2
Reading books and discussing about plant
World Autism Day --------------------------------------- 2
and wildlife habitats globally and how we
Human Flight --------------------------------------------- 12
Bahsakhi-sikh Festival -----------------------------------14
can protect and preserve them.
Nature Play Week --------------------------------- 17 - 28
Having a nature display table with Ipads
Easter ------------------------------------------------- 19 - 22
Conserving water by
Earth Day -------------------------------------------------- 22

EYLF Learning Outcomes

1. Children have a strong sense of Identity.
2. Children are connected with and
contribute to their world.
3. Children have a strong sense of wellbeing.
4. Children are Confident and Involved
Learners.
5. Children are Effective Communicators.

Anzac Day ------------------------------------------------- 25

Special Events & Performances


Gardening Workshop from Fly by Fun booked on
Thursday 4th @ 10.30am



Dr Quarks Scientific Circus booked on Wednesday 10th
@ 10.30am



Cool 4 Kids music and movement Easter Show with
Bunny appearance booked on Tuesday 16th @ 10.30am

